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Dear Richard,
Thanks for your email, alerting me to Preston James' misleading article. I attempted to comment in
Veterans Today, but the comment did not post. You are right that there is a sinister attempt to "pin"
these crimes on the underlings, and hide the big push to disarm the United States military.
Fortunately, with this disinformation and attempt to hide the traitors in the military, Veterans Today is
helping us to reach a larger audience. VT's refusal to post my comments simply shows that they have
no answer.
Best,
Karen
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/12/31/shock-waves-part-ii/comment-page1/#comment-579017
Veterans Today wants to deflect its readership into blaming the branches instead of the roots
of the problem. The OCC, as Preston James calls it, is actually something much larger and
more sinister. Three mathematicians at the Federal Institute of Technology identify the
"network of global corporate control" as the real culprit which was responsible for the crimes
that are described in this article: http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf
At the center of this network is the Vatican's bank, and behind this are the Society of Jesus and
the bloodline families.
This network also consists of secret societies, including the Knights of Malta, which see to it
that traitors are placed in strategic posts at the pinnacle of the military and the rest of society.
These traitors serve Rome. That is why Veterans Today has removed my questions to Martin
Dempsey, Chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff at his two town hall meetings. Dempsey is trying to
crash the Federal Reserve Note and surrender US military might unilaterally. Jon T. Rymer,
Inspector General of the Department of Defense, is gutting the military personnel policies and
purging the heroes, Vice Admiral Tim Giardina and Major General Michael Carey, who refused
to nuke citizens of Charleston South Carolina on October 7, 2013.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter10.19.14.pdf
Robert O'Bannon states clearly, "Members of the enemy are not Jews in any way. They don't
have a religious or humanitarian bone in their bodies, only a lower order predator instinct."
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/A+Grandfather%27s+Encouragement.pdf
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Message Body:
Hi Karen,
We have been following, thanking God for your efforts and the many others who help you and are
holding you up before YHV.
I have a link to an article I would like you to see and would like to know what you make of it.
I know you are very busy and may not have time to answer my email, I do understand.
I am sure there is some truth in it, just not sure how much. I know there is a link between Israel and
the Rothschild's. I am concerned for Israel, that the whole nation will be held accountable for what a
few do.
Here is the article
Please paste this link into your browser
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/12/31/shock-waves-part-ii/
Thank you for considering my email,
Richard
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